
Breakdowns in Machine Reading:

Attempting to De-privilege Modern English Print with the 

Power of  Supercomputing and the DH Dashboard



The State(s) of  the OCR Problem

Computer Science, circa 1990

• The OCR problem is solved!  We 

can machine-read text with 99% 

accuracy.

The Humanities, circa 2010

• Wait, what?  We still can’t reliably 

perform digital searches on texts 

printed before 1800!  And what 

about OCR for languages other 

than modern English?
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The Early Modern OCR Project (eMOP)

• Funded by a Mellon grant in 2012

• Train extant, open-source OCR engines to read Early Modern 

printed documents

• OCR documents from Early English Books Online (EEBO) 

and Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO), or roughly 

45 million page images in two years.











eMOP Project OCR Accuracy

EEBO

68%

ECCO

86%



Database Schema

A MySQL database initially 

designed for EEBO and ECCO 

document metadata, then expanded 

to include ground truth and OCR 

results.

Storage

Network Attached 

Storage designed to 

serve up many 

terabytes of  data.

eMOP Controller

A Python software package for the 

parallelized running of  tasks on the Brazos 

Supercomputing Cluster. 

Training Data

High-res, cleaned manuscript 

images with each character 

meticulously delineated and 

identified for a multitude of  fonts 

used by Early Modern printers.

eMOP Dashboard

A Ruby-on-Rails web app 

for queueing up OCR jobs 

and viewing results.

OCR Workflow

The establishment of  a step-by-step, 

automated process for OCR’ing page 

images and then improving that OCR via 

post-processing. 

eMOP Assets (emop.tamu.edu)



Enter the PrimerosLibros project…

The IDHMC’s first attempt to leverage eMOP assets toward a new 

endeavor 



Responding to PrimerosLibros Challenges

Machine-reading in languages other than 

English (Spanish, Latin, Nahuatl, Huastec, 

Mixtec, Otomi, Tarascan, and Zapotec)

No more code written in older versions of  Python (2.7) that did not readily 

support Unicode out of  the box.  All tools developed for the PrimerosLibros

project use Python 3.5.



Responding to PrimerosLibros Challenges

Supporting a New Database Schema

A complete redesign of  the original eMOP database which supports (but does 

not enforce) a FRBR (work, expression, manifestation, instance) hierarchical 

structure, and otherwise allows for the storing of  key/value pairs at the corpus, 

document, and page level, providing for a “schemaless” approach.











Responding to PrimerosLibros Challenges

Supporting Ocular (cont.)

Because Ocular is under active development, PrimerosLibros collaborators 

needed a way to pull the latest code down from their git repo, compile, and 

then install the new version for use.





Responding to PrimerosLibros Challenges

Supporting a New OCR Engine (Ocular)

Unlike Tesseract, which requires a tedious, manual training process involving 

pre-processed images, etc., Ocular allows for the unsupervised training of  its 

classifier given a set of  exemplary images for each document.





Responding to PrimerosLibros Challenges

Supporting Ocular (cont.)

Whereas the old eMOP Dashboard supported a single, fixed workflow for 

OCR’ing documents, Ocular requires a two-step process for reading each 

document (font training on exemplary page sets, transcription).











In conclusion…

• In order to change the perception of  the state of  the OCR problem, 

humanists must be aware of  and emphasize the poor state of  machine-

reading for anything other than documents created using modern printing 

practices.

• UNICODE.

• Tools like the DH Dashboard need to de-privilege specific OCR workflows 

by allowing for flexibility in terms of  both processes and data.
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